1. Introduction. In this paper we consider continued fractions of the form (1.1) fi + ai bi -a2 b2 -az h-,
where/i is a number and (for £ = 1,2,3, • • • ) ap is a nonzero number1 and bp is a number. If/= {/P}p=i is the sequence of approximants of (1.1), then for/ to converge, it is necessary that there exist a positive integer n, a nonzero number a/, and a number ¿>"' such that the sequence of approximants of the continued fraction Theorem 1. For a continued fraction F to have only finite approximants and to converge, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a continued fraction (1.1) equivalent to F and a sequence s of numbers such that (i) 0<jp<1 for p = \, 2, 3, • • • , and (ii) $i|ii| >|6i -1|, and It is interesting that the concepts which we use in the proof of this theorem are essentially the ones which were used in carrying out Wall's program (loc. cit., p. 5) for positive definite continued fractions; namely, a sequence of linear fractional transformations which generates the continued fraction, and a "nest of circles" which provides a sequence of bounds for the approximants of the continued fraction.
2. Lemmas. We use the following notation:
(i) The generator of (1.1) is the sequence, t, of linear fractional transformations such that ti(u)=fi+ai/(bi -u) and t^tp+^u)
(ii) The sequence of approximants of (1.1) is the sequence / =/(oo); i.e.,/p=/p(oo) for p = l, 2, 3, ■ • • . llfP¥-», then we write Proof. Suppose that REB/. By hypothesis, fP = tp(<x>) is an interior point of Rp, so that oo is an interior point of ^(Rp) ; hence tpX(RP) is a circle plus its exterior. Moreover,/p+i=fp (0) is an interior point of RP+i and a fortiori of Rp; hence 0 is an interior point of tp1(Rp). Let qp denote the inversion of the origin in the boundary of ¿¿"'(.ftp). Then there exists a number sp such that 0<sp<l and such that tp1(Rp) is the region defined by sp\u\ ^\u -qp\. If both sides of this inequality are squared, the result can be written as (1 -sv)uü -qpu -qpü+qpq~p^Q, which is equivalent to the inequality \u -qP/(l-sp)\ ^Sp\qp\/(l-sP). This completes the proof.
Lemma 2. For the sequence of approximants of (1.1) to be bounded, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a sequence s of numbers and a sequence q of numbers such that (i) 0<jp<1 and qpy¿0, p = l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ , and Suppose, on the other hand, that there exist such sequences s and q. For each positive integer p, let t~ 1(RP) denote the region defined by the inequality sp\u\ ^ | u -qp \. Then Pi is a circle plus its interior ; and if p is a positive integer, then RPZ)Rp+i and fP = tp( » ) is in Rp, so that each member of/ is in Pi, and consequently/ is bounded. This completes the proof.
We now introduce the following notation in addition to that established at the beginning of this section. If REBf, and if p is a positive integer, then (iv) cp is the center and rp the radius of Rp; i.e., Rp is defined by the inequality | u -cp\ ^rp; and (v) if q = p or if q=p + l, then cîlP+i is the center and rSiP+i the radius of ¿P+i(P9); i.e., Ç+i(P5) is defined by the inequality \u -e«,,p+i| 3ïrg,p+i. We observe that |cp,p+i -cp+ipP+i| ^rp+i,p+i -rp,p+i.
Lemma 3. In order that rp->0 as />-»», it is necessary and sufficient that 2Zp-i (1-rP+i/rp) diverge, and it is necessary and sufficient that 23"=i (rp/rP+i-i) diverge.
Proof. By hypothesis, PP3Pp+i, so that {rp}P=1 is a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers. Let r denote the number such that rp-»r as p-» ». We write 
